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Young Machinists Chili Cook Off~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
On June 4th the LL2323 Young Machinists Committee held its first Chili Cook Off
event at the Local. The event was a success with a great group of members
coming through to sample each of the delicious chilis, they could then cast a vote
for the best chili. Congratulations to Young Machinist Rob Forbes (GSE) for winning
the best chili award! We were honoured to have our new General Vice President
Stan Pickthall come out and show his support. The Young Machinists Committee
hopes to continue to host events just like this in the future, and would like you to
mark your calendars for the Young Machinists Poker Tournament which will be held
later this year on November 25th. "

"

If you would like more information about the Young Machinists please ask at the
Local Lodge, or any of our Shop Committees. You can also speak to Young
Machinists Committee Chairperson Evangeline Palad (Baggage), "
and Committee Members: "
Alfonso D’Ambra (Ramp),"
Rob Forbes (GSE), "
Jessica Janovich (Training) "
or Dan Janssen (Ramp).

President’s Report ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

president@iamaw2323.ca

Over the past several months I have had the opportunity to meet
with many of our members, new members as well as long standing
members. Whatever the circumstances,
members always have questions. I am a true
believer that questions are good but more
importantly that when a question is asked that
you receive the correct answer. There are
many different avenues that you can go down
to get answers to questions but where do you
start? Previously I have spoken about the
structure of our union and the roles we all have.
We have Shop Stewards in the work place who
can answer some questions. We also have
different committees like Shop Committees as well as Health and
Safety committees. These are our Union members who have
stepped forward to be involved. We have Political Action,
Community Service, Young Machinists and Women’s Committees
as well as the Employee Relations, Rights and Equity committee.
These groups not only engage our members but promote our
union in different arenas.

We also have advocates for issues with WSIB and Group Disability
Income Plan who are located at the Local Lodge office."

"

We have our monthly membership meeting the first
Tuesday of every month at the Local Lodge. This is
a great opportunity to come and ask questions. We
also have a Local Lodge web site
(www.iamaw2323.ca) where bulletins are posted
and important information is shared with our
members like voting or events hosted by our
committees. Also, there is some important
information shared in the Contact magazine."

"

We have many ways that we share information with you and we
look forward to talking to you."

"
"

In Solidarity,"
Linda Mastromattei

Please join us Thursday, August 11th at our 2nd Annual Family Barbecue

Political Action Committee Report~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The political world as always remains to be a busy and exciting,
faced paced life. With big events happening over the last few
" first being the CLC led lobbying days in Ottawa. 70
months. The
Machinists convened on parliament hill to lobby on issues to make a
better future for all workers across Canada alongside numerous
other unions. The three key issues being banning asbestos,
expanding the CPP and stopping the TPP. These three main things
are a major step in bettering this country and getting away from the
Politics of the last ten years that we’ve seen so much of. And with
such a huge showing from this union we were the biggest union on
the hill that day making sure our voices were heard. Then we held
another lobby day. More of a week. This time it was personal. The
Liberal government had introduced a bill to amend the Air Canada
Act. They want it changed from Air Canada maintenance work stays
in Mississauga, Winnipeg and Montreal to just the provinces while
making centres of “excellence” within these provinces to ensure jobs
stay there. How many jobs? They wont specify or say but when
pressed on the issue and asked if a broom closet with spare parts
with a person to care for the closet
would fulfill the legislation they we
responded with “Well it doesn’t really
work that way but yes that would
satisfy the bill”"

Thomas Mulcair called it “Unprecedented in the History of
Canadian Parliament”"

"

And what followed was as we all heard, elbowgate. But what the
NDP and conservatives did to make Trudeau explode and act the
way he did, helped."

"

It was a tactic to stall or stop the voting on and passing of the bill
and the very next day as elbowgate hit all the major media sources
the Liberals pulled Bill 6. It worked!"

"

This all started from us, the Machinists, The Fighting Machinists
lobbying and standing up for what we believe in. We can’t stop
now, We have to make sure our voices are heard loud and clear, if
we started this with our first major week on the hill, imagine what’s
to come? Lets make sure this government knows we will not be
silenced. We cannot afford another ten years of a Liberal Harper. I
am proud of what we have accomplished so far and look forward
to so much more."

"

At the end of June, the Machinists
once again headed back to
Parliament but this time to lobby
the Senate. We felt we had a good
chance here as the senate is
majority held Conservative and
ever since the Liberals had gained
power the Conservatives were
quick to become our best friends."

"

This becomes a huge issue as now
that the Quebec courts found Air
Canada guilty of breaking the law
when it outsourced its heavy
m a i n t e n a n c e a f t e r t h e Av e o s
bankruptcy, because what this
We weren’t asking for a stop to this
legislation does is let them off the
bill but rather amendment’s in
hook for 2600 jobs. Instead of
order to ensure jobs stayed in
enforcing law this Liberal
Canada. What followed was
government is changing the law to
something most unbelievable. In
satisfy corporations knowingly
the time since we had first
breaking the law. This is the kind of
ascended upon the House of
country and future we are headed
into. We the Machinists made our voices known that week, and the Commons Air Canada had sent twenty-seven full time lobbyists to
Members of Parliament noticed that we were not taking this sitting counter the work we were trying to accomplish."
down."
Think about that. Twenty-seven full time everyday for almost a
What happened after was a direct result of us, you guys reading month lobbyists to try and get this piece of legislation through the
this, fighting back and taking action! On Monday May 16th NDP MP house."
Alexandre Boulerice triggered a vote on Bill C-10 after noticing a lot
of liberal MPs were lazy to get back to work after the weekend. This In the Senate, they held our government hostage."
sent the Liberals scrambling as they did not have a majority of MPs
sitting in the house at the time. They had a 30 minute window to get They told them and I quote “If this bill does not go forward we will
them there though, and for just the 11th time in history the speaker not create the centres of excellence in Manitoba and we will not
of the house had to cast a tie breaking 139-139 vote. And he voted create the centres of excellence in Quebec…..The point around
this we are trying to make is that we are not prepared to make that
with the bill. We almost killed that bill. We missed by one vote."
scope of a financial commitment in an environment of legal
But it doesn’t end there. Justin Trudeau and the Liberals went on to uncertainty. There are alternatives to the C Series you know there
do something extraordinary in the following days putting forward bill are other manufacturer’s that make comparable airplanes.” The
6 in with the assisted death bill. Bill 6 is a bill that would allow the Senate had no choice but to give in or tell these people who
Party in power to basically hold all the power and shut down debate thought they had jobs that they no longer have jobs. Air Canada
or the house at any time for any reason and push through bills and threatened our government and told them you do as we say or
legislation even faster than they can now. Meaning the Liberals else. They fast tracked this bill to get it pushed through before
were embarrassed having almost lost a vote with a majority summer. You can bet there is something big planned and we will
government so instead of making sure his MPs were doing their have another fight on our hands sisters and bothers. A ten-year
jobs they instead gave themselves unprecedented powers in the contract means nothing if they move our jobs overseas. Together
house of commons. Even more than Stephen Harper ever tried to we can win this but it has to be together. "
give himself."
In Solidarity,"

"

"

"
"
"

"

"
"

Bryan Wilson

Airports, Cargo, CEQ, Gate Planning, Load & Training Shop Committee Report~~~~~
Dave Flowers, Mark Pacilla, Mike Cooke, Brad Gomes.

"

(905)676-2484

If they continue to push you to work in these spots, please contact
us for assistance. You should never feel pressured to perform work
We as a Membership here in YYZ are facing greater challenges you are not qualified to perform. You will never be fired for speaking
then ever before. We have had meetings with our Members in all of safety. Summer heat will also become a factor soon enough. Stay
departments recently and the sentiment is echoed the same hydrated and take cool downs as needed."
everywhere. The Company continues to expand by adding new
flights and growing faster than they or we can keep up with. This The Company has developed a new online system for grievances
means that the expectations the Company has of us has also and disciplines. However the process for appealing these
grown. We are working with less manpower than the workload disciplines or filing a grievance has not changed. If you have been
requires, and more time restraints then we are used to disciplined and wish to appeal, you will still need to come in, email,
experiencing. These factors are very concerning, as you cannot or call the Shop Committee office at 905-676-2484. You should
continue to do this without infringing on safety.
In order to receive a paper copy of the discipline letter at the time of your
compensate for this the Company is hiring more people and meeting as well as a copy sent to your Air Canada email address.
breaking up the training modules into sections. To expedite the new Check your emails regularly as that is where you will find these
hires, they will only train them for certain areas that require less copies among other prudent information such as your training
time and more throughput. As our new Members come out of scheduling. Air Canada has also changed their OLE program which
training, and through no fault of their own, they are put into is now called ACpedia 2. It is the Company’s expectation that we
preferential jobs, displacing (reassigning) Members who have used stay up to date on this as they have informed us they will be
their seniority rights to bid these spots. This is creating tension disciplining if Members fall behind. If you’re being summoned to a
between frontline staff and management and even Member to meeting with the Company for any reason, let us remind you that it
Member. As the summer arrives we can only anticipate that this is your right to have a Union Representative present with you. The
tension will only get worse. We are working with the Company to Company should provide this for you. If one is not, ask for one
try and come up with a solution that meets their needs while still before entering. Lastly check your expiry dates on your RAIC and
respecting our seniority. With all the added stress on us, we need D/A as the Company will not accommodate if it expires. "
to remember to treat everyone with respect. Our safety is always
the number one concern. We need to take care and look out for In Solidarity,"
each other. If you are asked to perform work you have yet to be
trained on, simply inform your reporting Manager that you are not Dave Flowers, Mark Pacilla, Mike Cooke, Brad Gomes"
"
trained and do not feel safe. "
Dear Brothers and Sisters"

""
""
"
"

"

"
"

""
""

Starting this month we will be running an “Article of the Month” from the Collective Bargaining Agreement. "
This month’s article is; 10.01.06 WORK SCHEDULE CHANGE

10.01.06.01 When work or training requirements necessitate the reassignment of an employee’s regular rest days off duty, an employee
may be required to work a series of days on, with a corresponding series of rest days off duty in accordance with the formula below. The
reassignment of rest days shall be completed at the time of the work schedule change, otherwise overtime rates will apply. In summary,
the principle of balancing days worked to days off will be applied to a work schedule change."
10.01.06.02 When work requirements necessitate the reassignment of an employee’s regular rest days off duty, the following formula will
apply for determining days worked to days off ratio:"

"""
""
""
""
""

SHIFT RATIO
5 on 2 off
1 day worked, 1 day off
2 days worked, 1 day off
3 days worked, 2 days off
4 days worked, 2 days off
5 days worked, 2 days off

"
4 on 2 off "
1 day worked, 1 day off ""
" "
2 days worked, 1 day off
" off
3 days worked, 2 days
"
4 days worked, 2 days off"

4 on 4 off " "
1 day worked, 1 day off"
2 days worked, 2 days off "
" 3 days worked 3 days off "
4 days worked 4 days off"

4 on 3 off "
1 day worked, 1 day off"
2 days worked, 2 days off "
3 days worked, 2 days off"
4 days worked, 3 days off
"
"

6 on 3 off "
1 day worked, 1 day off "
2 days worked, 1 day off "
3 days worked, 2 days off "
4 days worked, 2 days off "
5 days worked, 2 days off "
6 days worked, 3 days off"

*Know your Collective Agreement*
"

This isThis
our workplace
is our
Local Lodge 2323

Tech Ops, Logistics & Supply Shop Committee Report~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dave Freeman & Joe Veltri

"
"
"

(905) 676-2243

Dear Brothers and Sisters,"

which as planned for will include a total of 12 IAMAW Brothers and
Sisters. This position will attract the highest rate of pay in the
It has been a busy several months since our last Contact article was Collective Agreement."
posted."
It is important to note that all of the above mentioned agreements
will require the involvement and ultimate approval of the
We wish to highlight some areas of positive progress."
Negotiations Committee from both the IAMAW and Air Canada."
We have had meaningful discussion regarding the introduction of a
premium for those whom are borescope qualified. We are waiting to G.S.E. has fallen under the watchful eye of the Airports attendance
see the crew requirements and what qualifiers the Company has in management program. The initial introduction of this program
mind. We are hopeful a positive outcome can be achieved for this resulted in a flurry of meetings and several letters of discipline being
qualification."
administered. We did not agree to this introductory
approach
and immediately raised concerns and objections. Our voice was
We have also had productive discussions in Logistics and Supply heard and all letters of discipline that were administered at that time
regarding the introduction of a premium for receiving/inspection have been rescinded and replaced with verbal warnings. Brothers
qualified employees. This task has long been identified as deserving and Sisters, guide yourselves accordingly, the company has made
their position patently clear on culpable time and attendance
of a premium and we are hopeful we will achieve this."
behaviours. These can be difficult actions to defend."
We have been involved in discussions introducing CO-OP students
into ACM. Some of the concepts are quite refreshing. The National Several of our Members have had their D/A’s suspended. The
College curriculum is being reviewed and quite possibly reshaped to company is upholding the GTAA directives. We have very little if any
reflect the current needs of both the AME apprentice and employers. jurisdiction to represent in this arena. Safety rules, GTAA
We could see some students in our workplace in the near future Regulations and our S.O.P.’s are there to guide and protect us and
beginning their first of several CO-OP terms. These students will be our fellow airport associates from hazard. Operate your vehicles
actively employed in the workforce and collecting a salary, but will accordingly."
not gain seniority, affect recall, hiring or transfers. This could be a
milestone in our trade. We are proud to help shape the future of our Have a safe and enjoyable summer."
industry. If you have questions wish to express input or have
concerns please come see me personally."
In solidarity and with respect,"

"
"

"
"

"

"

"
"
"

We have signed an MOA to place our IAMAW Members into the David Freeman, Joe Veltri.
STOC Co-ordinator positions. There are initially 4 vacancies being
filled. The intent is to re-gain the entire STOC centre by spring 2017, "

""

LL2323 Member Paul Slonowski

Photo Credit: Bill Burke

A Moment of Silence~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

On April 23rd, we awoke to the shocking news that one of our
fellow members and coworkers had suffered a fatal injury in our
workplace. Just after 11pm on April 22, 2016 Ian Henrey was
involved in a single vehicle accident that cut his young life short.
Ian, 24, described by his Pastor Peter Paul as ”A man of integrity,
a humble person who never said “no” to anyone.” He was working
at Air Canada to help his brother pay for his school tuition, and
had planned to get married early next year. Ian lived life to the
fullest, he enjoyed his work and was very active in his church.

April 28th is the National Day of Mourning. This date is dedicated to
remembering those who have lost their lives, suffered injury or illness
on the job, or due to a work-related tragedy. Across the Country it
was a sombre day. In Toronto it was marked by an announcement in
each of the terminals for a moment of silence at 11am. At gate 101
workers marched out from the terminal to gather in solidarity and to
grieve together. The ceremony was repeated at 11pm that evening.

Support came in from across Canada, showing that we are all in this together. In
Montreal workers spelled Ian’s name using containers and the fire department
used their water cannons to send him off, it's a practice that’s usually reserved
for pilots when they retire. They also stood in solidarity on a lead in line. In
Halifax workers stood in solidarity as well and observed a moment of silence.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For workers at YYZ that could not access the ramp, a National Day of Morning
ceremony was held on the departures level of Terminal 1. The location offered
views of the ramp memorial, connecting inside terminal workers with outside
workers. A moment of silence was lead by Father Joe Pena of the Interfaith
Terminal Chapel which was followed by the laying of wreaths and flowers.
We were struck by tragedy, and we came together. In that moment it did not
matter whether you worked in an office or checked in passengers; whether
you sweep floors or serve coffee: whether you load airplanes or fix them.
We came together in solidarity to mourn the loss of a fallen coworker.

There is a Workers’ Memorial at the IAMAW’s William W. Winpisinger
training center in Maryland. Each year new bricks are laid for our fellow
members that lose their lives in the workplace. This year a brick was laid
with Ian’s name on it. The Memorial is in a beautiful setting overlooking
the training facility and the harbour front. The plaque on the Memorial
reads, ”Tears of tragedy fuel our fight for workers’ safety, only when the
last tear falls will our fight be finished” Retired IP Thomas Buffenbarger.
Local Lodge 2323 would like to thank all of our members
who stood up to help in the days and weeks following this
tragedy. Members organized events, donated time and
money, and reached out to others in need. As we move
forward let’s remember to look out for each other, continue to
help those in need, share your knowledge and expertise, and
be caring and respectful to one another. We all want to go
home at the end of the day to the ones we love. Work safe.

Local Lodge 2323 History Project~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If any member would like to donate items you can drop them off at the
Local Lodge. Any items you may have which you don’t want will be
Please allow us to introduce ourselves, we are the Local Lodge greatly received and is much appreciated. Please don’t throw anything
2323 History Committee, Retired Station Attendant Doug Currie away it will be of value to all of us."
and Active Station Attendant John Hill. We attended a week’s
training course at the William W. Winpisinger Education & We have received a lot of items from our Air Canada members and
Technology Center last year along with many other Canadian we would like to request donations from the membership who worked
at our other Airlines (CP Air, Canadian, Nordair, Trans Air, Wardair,
IAMAW locals to work on a plan to make this project a success."
Pacific Western, Eastern Provincial Airlines) and we look forward to
Today we are very pleased and proud to inform the membership hearing from you all with your donations."
we now have a display of many items relating to our Union and
Local 2323 located at the Local Lodge for all to see. Please take Again many thanks to our members and family members for
the time to view the display if you are at any time in the Local. We donations."
are sure you will find it interesting to say the least."
In Solidarity"
We would like to thank the members who very kindly donated
items for this project and we are planning to expand the display as John Hill and Doug Currie"
items arrive. This will be an ongoing project as history evolves LL2323 History Committee"
every day and both Doug and I know with the member’s support it
will even get bigger and better.

"

Dear Brothers & Sisters"

"

"
"

"
"
"

2016 Joint Air Transportation Safety Committee (JATSC) Safety Conference
June 1st-3rd: This is the 3rd Safety Conference Air
Canada has participated, that the JATSC Committee
has organized and from the initial feedback, it was a
success.

This year’s conference had 99 Delegates from 8 different airlines in N.A. Class topics
include, Just Culture, Active Shooter, Generational Diversity, Emergency Evacuation,
OSHA & Safety 101. 12 Canadian Safety Delegates were able to breakout into their own
Workshops; to bring all the safety representatives and Co-Chairs in sync with all the
issues across Canada. In addition, they were able to participate in Ramp, Maintenance
and Customer Service Workshops that include the 8 different airlines. Main topic of
discussion was Seat belts as the American Carriers have already implemented seat belts
on all their GSE via their regulatory body OSHA.

Workplace Safety and Insurance~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
At Local 2323 we offer assistance for those members who have
filed a claim for benefits under the Workplace Safety and Insurance
Act of Ontario and have been denied benefits. Please contact our
Local’s WSIB advocate if you have filed a WSIB claim and received
a written decision from the Board denying compensation benefits.
We have successfully assisted our members in navigating and
representing them in the WSIB and WSIAT Appeals Process."

"

"
"
"
"

* putting on a bandage"
* applying heat or cold to your injury"
* applying an over-the-counter cream to your injury"

Please note WSIB decisions do have a time limit on appeals. If you
do not file the Intent to Object Form within the time limits imposed
you will likely be denied any future compensation benefits. When
filing for WSIB benefits you may also want to also ask your
employer or union about any short term disability benefits."

"

First aid treatment that usually would not require reporting to the
WSIB includes things such as:"

If you have told your employer about your injury and it requires
more than first aid, your employer is required to send an Employer's
Report of Injury/Disease (Form 7) to the WSIB within 3 business
days of the injury. Your employer is also required to give you a copy
of the Form 7."

"

In addition to providing legal representation, the union can assist in
matters relating to return to work and duty to accommodation. In If you are injured at work, you should seek medical attention right
recent years there have been major changes to the WSIB Act and away. If your injury requires more than first aid, tell the person
policies. The WSIB view Work Reintegration (WR) as a series of treating you to send a Health Professional’s Report (Form 8) to the
WSIB."
activities which generally starts as
soon as the employer learns that a
Is there a deadline to report my
worker has suffered a work-related
Please note WSIB decisions do have a
injury to the WSIB?"
injury. WSIB policies state that the
time limit on appeals. If you do not file
workplace parties are required to
Yes. You must file a claim with the
the Intent to Object Form within the time
co-operate and fulfill all of their WR
WSIB no later than six months from
obligations. Sometimes it can be
limits imposed you will likely be denied
the date of your workplace accident
difficult but it is important to keep
any future compensation benefits. When
or the date you discover your
your employer, doctors and case
filing for WSIB benefits you may also
disease."
managers aware of your concerns.
If you have been asked to attend a
want to also ask your employer or union
How do I report my workplace injury
Return-to Work meeting you may
about any short term disability benefits.
to the WSIB?"
want to have a representative with
you. Please contact your union for
To apply for workplace insurance
assistance."
benefits you should complete, sign and send in a Worker's Report
of Injury/Disease (Form 6). You can get this form on the WSIB
Here are some commonly asked questions and answers:"
website or you can phone the WSIB toll-free at 1-800-387-0750 or
416-344-1000. When you are completing a Form 6, you need to
What is workplace insurance?"
provide the WSIB with detailed information about your accident.
The workplace insurance system provides benefits and services to You must also provide your employer with a copy of the completed
workers who have been injured at work or who have illnesses Form 6 that you sent to the WSIB. eFiling: If your employer filed an
related to work. Workplace insurance is also called Workers’ Employer's Report of Injury/Disease (Form 7) and the WSIB has
Compensation. To qualify for workplace insurance benefits, you assigned a claim number to your accident, the WSIB will send you
must meet the requirements set out in the Ontario law that governs a letter asking you to file a Form 6. You may complete and file an
workplace insurance. This law is called the Workplace Safety and eForm 6 on the WSIB website. You must print the eForm 6 before
Insurance Act, 1997 (WSIA). If you are covered by the WSIA, you filing it as you are required to give a copy to your employer."
cannot sue your employer in court for your injuries. Workplace
insurance is a "no-fault" system. This means you can get workplace What should I do if my employer refuses to report my accident to
insurance benefits without proving that your employer was to blame the WSIB?"
for your injury or disease. Even if you think that the accident at work
was your own fault, you are still entitled to benefits and services Report your work-related injury promptly to the WSIB on your own.
You can phone the WSIB at 1-800-387-0750 to report your injury
from the WSIB in almost all cases."
and explain your difficulties with your employer. You can also report
your injury by completing a Worker's Report of Injury/Disease
When should I report an injury at work?"
(Form 6) and sending a copy to the WSIB. After you have reported
You should report a work-related injury to your employer as soon as your injury to the WSIB, the WSIB will contact your employer to
possible. If you require more than first aid treatment both you and obtain the Employer's Report of Injury/Disease (Form 7). It is also
your employer are required to report the work-related injury to the important to tell your doctor about your injury and request that he or
she send a Health Professional's Report (Form 8) to the WSIB on
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)."
your behalf. Please note: This is general information and not a legal
opinion. "

"
"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"

"
"
"

"

Always remember safety first but if you are unfortunately involved in an accident
always report it to your manager. If you require any help or have any further
questions please do not hesitate to contact your union.

Young Machinists~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Evangeline Palad, Rob Forbes, Alfonso D’Ambra, Jessica Janovich, Dan Janssen

"

Hello Brothers and Sisters. "
Some of you may have noticed little buttons being worn around the
work place; we’ve been handing them out as a symbol of our
solidarity. Each button is hand made and unique, no two buttons are
the same. The symbolic meaning behind the buttons are;"

"
"

1.- Each and every button is different and unique to signify our own
individual uniqueness."
2. The buttons are made using a “gear” to further symbolize that each
and every one of us has an integral and vital role in ensuring that the
“machine”(our work) functions effectively."

"

The gears also represents the industrial society, to “gear up” is to be
attentive and ready. It is also a symbol of the interdependence and
cooperation of the individual working with labour and management for
the betterment of mankind."

"

In Solidarity, "
Evangeline Palad "
Young Machinists Committee Chairperson"

Retirements~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Local Lodge 2323 would like to thank the following members for their valued service and wish them a safe and enjoyable retirement.
David Beecroft "
L/A/T YYZ"

Paul Harris "
L/A/T YOW"

Jesus Miras "
A/T YYZ"

Rick Brown "
S/A YYZ"

Ranaweerage Jayartne "
S/A YYZ"

Dan Novak "
L/S/A YYZ"

Debbie Burke "
S/A YYZ"

Micheal Lee "
A/T YYZ"

Nino Pecchia "
GSE YYZ"

Mary Cassivi "
Gate Planner YYZ"

Hossein Malek "
L/A/T YYZ"

Natale Cesario "
S/A YYZ"

Stephen Megannety "
L/S/A YOW"

Robert Rowe "
S/A YYZ"
"
Arie Sandel "
A/T YYZ"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Gary Cherniak "
L/S/A YYZ"
Patrick Devine "
S/A YYZ"

"
"
"
"
""
""

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Oswaldo Sanzo "
L/A/T YYZ"
Allen Scott "
C/S/C/A YYZ"

Askok Dogra "
Cat 33 YYZ"

Peter Szpika "
S/A YYZ"

Henry Eals "
S/A YYZ"
Edward Finn "
S/A YYZ"

Brent Thibeault "
Stores YYZ"
"
Daniel Tutay "
S/A YYZ"

Harry Gomez "
L/A/T YYZ"

Roman Walczak "
S/A YYZ"

"

Upcoming Events~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tuesday July 5th ~~~~~~~~~~~ Monthly Membership Meeting 7pm"
"
"
"
Health
and Safety Committee Elections 8am - 8pm"

""
"
"
"
"

""
""
""
""
""
"

Please note: Retiree get togethers at the
local are on break during the summer
months and will restart in September."
Enjoy your summer!

Tuesday August 2nd ~~~~~~~~ Monthly Membership Meeting"
"
"
"
Thursday August 11th~~~~~~~ LL2323 Family Barbecue 10am - 6pm"
"
"
Monday September 5th ~~~~~~ 2016 Toronto Labour Day Parade"
"
"
Tuesday September 6th ~~~~~ Monthly Membership Meeting 7pm"
"
"
Friday September 23rd ~~~~~~ Annual Retirees Dinner 5pm"
"
"
"
Friday September 23rd Annual Retirees Dinner!
5pm Cocktails 6pm Dinner!
Hansa Haus German Canadian Club !
6650 Hurontario St. Mississauga!
Aug 5th deadline to purchase tickets at $10 per person!
For more info contact 905-678-0010

" 2323
Local Lodge
Executive Board
"

Linda Mastromattei
President

"

Dan Janssen
Vice President

"

Vince Commisso
Recording Secretary

"

Wayne Paterson
Secretary Treasurer

"

2016 TORONTO LABOUR
DAY PARADE
Monday, September 5, 2016
University & Queen Street SE corner

Frank Morgani
Conductor/Sentinel

"

Mark Pozzobon
Trustee

"

Robert Laflamme
Trustee

"

Jean Guy Labelle
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"
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!
THE IAM HOSTED BY DISTRICT 78 AND
LOCAL LODGE 2323, WILL BE PARTICIPATING
IN THE PARADE.
BRING YOUR FAMILY AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THE FREE ADMISSION TO THE CNE. UPON ARRIVING
AT THE CNE PLEASE STAY FOR GROUP PHOTO.

!

LET’S MAKE THIS THE BEST TURNOUT EVER.
For More Information Contact:
District Lodge 78 at (416) 225-9003
Local Lodge 2323 at (905) 678-0010

Justice on the Job, Service to the Community.

CONTACT
"

In Memoriam

"

is published by the;"
International Association of "
Machinists & Aerospace Workers"
Airline Central Lodge 2323 "

We would like to offer our sincere condolences to
the family and friends of the following members
who have passed away."
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2580 Drew Road Suite 202, "
Mississauga, Ontario L4T 3M5 "
Phone: 905-678-0010"
Fax: 905-678-0034"
Toll free: 1-877-409-2323 "
www.iamaw2323.ca"

John Ashworth "
Retired Sheetmetal YYZ"
Joseph “Joe” Burton "
Retired S/A YYZ"

"

Editors & Publishers: "
Linda Mastromattei &"
Dan Janssen

Ralph Button Retired "
Cat 24 YYZ "
Shayne Corey "
Active Cargo S/A YYZ"
Bruce John Dal Bello "
Retired L/S/A YYZ"

Social Media:

Micheal Steven Levesque "
Active S/A YYZ"
Julia Marchant Retired "
Cargo L/S/A"

"

Shop Committee
Numbers

"

Airport & Cargo "
Operation"
(905) 676-2484"

iamaw2323

"

Tommy Pacione "
Retired S/A YYZ"

Cargo Sub Office"
(905) 694-5322"

"

Ian Henrey Pervez "
Active S/A YYZ"
Gary Robotham "
Retired S/A YYZ "

Tech ops, "
Logistics and Supply"
(905) 676-2243"

iamaw2323

"

Fredrich “Fred” Stahls "
Retired S/A YYZ"
James “Jim” Tenant "
Retired S/A YYZ"
Narita “Rita” Titco "
Retired Cat 33 YYZ"
Alfred Wilkinson "
Retired S/A YYZ"

CONTACT
is full colour on the web @
www.iamaw2323.ca"

Ottawa Shop Committee"
(613) 523 4709
@IAMAW2323

"

